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research in any way. in the middle of them is this The Darkangel Trilogy 1 Meredith Ann Pierce that
can be your partner.

Fairest May 04 2020 Finalist for the 2021
Lambda Literary Award for Transgender
Nonfiction "Talusan sails past the conventions of
trans and immigrant memoirs." --The New York
Times Book Review "A ball of light hurled into
the dark undertow of migration and survival." -Ocean Vuong, author of On Earth We're Briefly
Gorgeous A love story with the heart of Austen
classics and a reflective journey of becoming
that shift our own perceptions of romance,
identity, gender, and the fairness of life. Fairest
is a memoir about a precocious boy with
albinism, a "sun child" from a rural Philippine
village, who would grow up to become a woman
in America. Coping with the strain of parental
neglect and the elusive promise of U.S.
citizenship, Talusan found comfort from her
the-darkangel-trilogy-1-meredith-ann-pierce

devoted grandmother, a grounding force as she
was treated by others with special preference or
public curiosity. As an immigrant to the United
States, Talusan came to be perceived as white,
and further access to elite circles of privilege but
required Talusan to navigate through the
complex spheres of race, class, sexuality, and
queerness. Questioning the boundaries of
gender, Talusan realized she did not want to be
confined to a prescribed role as a man, and
transitioned to become a woman, despite the
risk of losing a man she deeply loved.
Throughout her journey, Talusan shares
poignant and powerful episodes of desirability
and love that will remind readers of works such
as Call Me By Your Name and Giovanni's Room.
Birth of the Firebringer Nov 02 2022 Volume
One of the Firebringer Trilogy Jan, the prince of
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the unicorns, is high-spirited, reckless-and the
despair of his mighty father, Korr. Reluctantly,
Korr allows Jan to accompany the other initiate
warriors on a pilgrimage. Soon Jan's curiosity
leads him, along with his friend Dagg, and their
mentor, the female warrior Tek, into the
greatest dangers-deadly gryphons, sly pans,
wyverns, pards, and renegade unicorns. Yet time
after time they are rescued, leading Jan to
wonder: Am I the heir to a special destiny? "The
language is poetic, with wonderful rhythm and
sweeping images...The world is a compelling
one, and Jan is a dramatic hero."—Booklist
The Eighth Guardian Mar 26 2022 After grueling
physical and psychological testing at the elite
Peel Academy, Amanda Obermann is chosen to
join a secret government organization to travel
through time and change the course of history.
The Last Confession of Autumn Casterly Sep 07
2020 When Autumn Casterly goes missing after
a drug deal gone wrong, her estranged younger
sister, Ivy, searches for her, uncovering dark
the-darkangel-trilogy-1-meredith-ann-pierce

secrets along the way.
The Pearl of the Soul of the World May 28 2022
The spellbinding conclusion to the Darkangel
Trilogy! Armed with a magical pearl imbued with
all the sorcery and wisdom of the world,
bestowed upon her by the Ancient known as
Ravenna, Aeriel finally comes face-to-face with
the White Witch and her vampire sons. Backed
by her husband, his army of good, and a throng
of magical steeds, she must unlock the power of
the pearl to awaken her true destiny and save
the world.
If I Was Your Girl Jan 30 2020 Amanda Hardy
only wants to fit in at her new school, but she is
keeping a big secret, so when she falls for Grant,
guarded Amanda finds herself yearning to share
with him everything about herself, including her
previous life as Andrew.
Hardwired Jul 30 2022 Determined to overcome
a difficult past, Erica Hathaway learns early on
to make it on her own. Days after her college
graduation, she finds herself face to face with a
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panel of investors who will make or break her
fledgling start-up website. The only thing she
didn't prepare for was going weak in the knees
over an arrogant and gorgeous investor who
seems determined to derail her plans. Billionaire
and rumoured hacker Blake Landon has already
made his fortune in software, and he’s used to
getting what he wants. Captivated by Erica’s
drive and unassuming beauty, he’s wanted
nothing more than to possess her since she
stepped into his boardroom. Determined to win
her over, he breaks down her defences and
fights for her trust, even if it means sacrificing a
level of control he’s grown accustomed to. But
when Blake uncovers a dark secret from Erica’s
past, he threatens not just her trust, but the life
she’s fought so hard to create. The perfect new
addiction for fans of Fifty Shades of Grey and
Sylvia Day's Bared To You series.
A Gathering of Gargoyles Dec 11 2020 Book Two
of the Darkangel Trilogy! Aeriel has broken the
spell on the vampiric darkangel known as
the-darkangel-trilogy-1-meredith-ann-pierce

Irrylath and returned him to his human form, but
the White Witch continues to haunt his dreams.
To save her love and the world they live in,
Aeriel sets off on a quest across the Sea-of-Dust,
to solve a mysterious riddle and gather six
magical steeds. Pursued by the White Witch and
haunted by her six remaining darkangels, the
former slave girl seeks out an ancient oracle
who may help her find a way to defeat her
enemies.
The Son of Summer Stars Aug 26 2019 Jan, the
prince of the unicorns, uses his knowledge of
fire to form a historic alliance between his
people and their former enemies and to return
the unicorns to their ancestral homeland.
Reprint.
ARCHON RISING Trilogy Box Set (Books 1 - 3)
Dec 31 2019 BOOK ONE: ROGUE DEMON They
say it's better to rule in Hell than serve in
Heaven... But Enzo’s not so sure anymore.
Haunted by the horrors of his fall, Enzo, a
demon agent of the Fel, smothers the angst of
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his impending damnation by indulging in vice
with no regard to who it wrecks. But the
dreadlord has given him a new assignment:
infiltrate the enemy sect of demons known as the
Unfallen and recover their captured ally, Lorcan,
the alpha of Atro City’s pack. The mission goes
according to plan, until he falls in love with
someone he should hate. Or at the very least use
and destroy. Blindsided by emotions he never
thought were possible to feel, Enzo must blend
in with his enemies and decide which side of the
holy war he’s really on—even though he’s
damned no matter what he chooses. With
angelic lore inspired by Milton’s Paradise Lost
and The Book of Enoch… This magical &
macabre urban fantasy features a brooding,
BMX-riding antihero who wants nothing to do
with the forces of good unless it suits him. ~
BOOK TWO: SELFISH ANGEL Ex-skinhead and
drug dealer Hewey Steps puts his sordid past
behind him to begin his new life as a magicwielding agent of the Unfallen. But Lorcan’s
the-darkangel-trilogy-1-meredith-ann-pierce

Pack wants revenge on his demon partner, Enzo,
who still refuses to accept his rulership as
archon—since waking the fallen angel’s dormant
power could spell disaster for anyone who gets
in his way, especially those who dare to threaten
the woman he loves. Hewey and Enzo grapple
with the vile sins of their past, as an insidious
threat lurks in the bustling hallways at
Stillwater, waiting for the perfect opportunity to
strike… And it’s an enemy that cannot be
touched. Old habits and prejudices die hard in
this heart-stopping addition to the Archon Rising
trilogy. Featuring a dynamic cast of morally gray
characters, thrilling action, tortured romance,
and diabolic scenes reminiscent of the gritty
cult-classic American History X… Delve into this
horror-fantasy world today! ~ BOOK THREE:
BROKEN ARCHON The enemy archon has
awakened, and Enzo must take up his crown to
put a stop to the looming threat infesting Atro
City. But his fiercely loyal partner, Hewey, is
preoccupied with his own problems after being
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reconnected with his troubled high-school
sweetheart, as well as the racist Skeads he once
fought for. And with Enzo’s wife bucking against
the corruptive influence of misused fellcraft and
an unlikely paramour, the morally conflicted
demon is angrier than ever and more susceptible
to the relentless mania induced by the use of his
archon magic. Emotionally compelling, with
intense gritty action and gorgeously macabre
departures into Lovecraftian horror. Complete
your journey into this brutal urban fantasy series
today! Dark Fantasy — Urban Fantasy — Horror
— Dark Paranormal Romance
My Brother Jack Jun 24 2019 David and Jack
Meredith grow up in a patriotic suburban
Melbourne household during the First World
War, and go on to lead lives that could not be
more different. Through the story of the two
brothers George Johnston created an enduring
exploration of two Australian myths: that of the
man who loses his soul as he gains worldly
success, and that off the tough, honest, Aussie
the-darkangel-trilogy-1-meredith-ann-pierce

battler, whose greatest ambition is to serve his
country during the war. Acknowledged as one of
the true Australian classics, MY BROTHER JACK
is a deeply satisfying, complex and moving
literary masterpiece.
Anna and the French Kiss Jul 06 2020 Anna is
less than thrilled to be shipped off to boarding
school in Paris, leaving a fledgling romance
behind – until she meets Étienne St. Clair.
Smart, charming, beautiful, Étienne has it
all...including a girlfriend. But in the City of
Light, wishes have a way of coming true. Will a
year of romantic near-misses end with a longedfor French kiss? "Magical...really captures the
feeling of being in love" - Cassandra Clare,
author of The Mortal Instruments series NPR's
Year's Best Teen Reads, 2010. NPR's 100 BestEver Teen Novels, Number 53. Cybils Award
Finalist for Young Adult Fiction, 2011. YALSA's
Best Fiction for Young Adults. 2012 list YALSA's
Popular Paperbacks for Young Adults: Forbidden
Romance, 2012. TAYSHAS Reading List, 2012.
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Georgia Peach Book Award for Teen Readers,
Honor, 2012-13.
No Brother, No Friend Aug 31 2022
Shipped Jun 16 2021 Can two IRL enemies find
their happily ever after online? Stella Greene
and Wesley Clarke are Gene Connolly Memorial
High School's biggest rivals. While the two have
been battling it out for top student, it's a race to
the bottom when it comes to snide comments
and pulling the dirtiest prank. For years, Stella
and Wes have been the villain in each other's
story, and now it's all-out war. And there is no
bigger battle than the one for valedictorian, and
more specifically, the coveted valedictorian
scholarship. But Stella and Wes have more in
common than they think. Both are huge fans of
Warship Seven, a popular sci-fi TV drama with a
dedicated online following, and the two start
chatting under aliases--without a clue that their
rival is just beyond the screen. They realize that
they're both attending SciCon this year, so they
plan to dress in their best cosplay and finally
the-darkangel-trilogy-1-meredith-ann-pierce

meet IRL. While tensions at school are rising and
SciCon inches closer and closer, the enemy lines
between Stella and Wes blur when a class
project shows them they might understand one
another better than anyone else--and not just in
cosplay. From the author of The Last Confession
of Autumn Casterly comes a heartfelt story
about rivalry, friendships, and defying
preconceived notions--even the ones about
yourself.
Buried Draughts Feb 22 2022 Fleeing her past
for a new town, Linda Brandt accepts a
secretary's position from psychiatrist and sex
researcher, Dr. Meredith Rivals, and
unknowingly becomes a guinea pig in a two
hundred year old experiment in mind control,
the catalyst behind Clarissa Walker's revenge
and the hope of the ghost, Liz, to end this curse.
Buried Draughts is book one of an adult
paranormal fiction trilogy. For over two
centuries the families running the town did so
with a plan. Seeking a position among them,
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Meredith works at perfecting a chemical means
of sexually controlling people, using Linda as an
experimental case study. Clarissa is marked by
the whip and a cloak of insanity, due to her
brother, Anton, and Meredith's early
experiments, Clarissa sees Linda's danger and
beauty. Linda, thinking herself an empty shell of
the woman she once was, responds to Clarissa's
flirtation and painful possession... finding
renewal. Ignoring ghostly warnings, Linda stays,
submitting to Clarissa's plan. Ellen Martin had
been drugged, raped, and dropped onto the
spikes of Hell's Gate of the cemetery, as a
sacrificial lamb, to seal that passage. Surviving,
less one eye and half a breast, she works in her
father's bakery, refusing to live... until
connecting with Linda. As the three women grow
close, Liz has them rescue spirits trapped by
those ruling families, hoping to break the curse
that holds them. While Meredith tests her drugs
on Linda and another victim, Clarissa, Ellen and
the ghosts work to strengthen Linda. For
the-darkangel-trilogy-1-meredith-ann-pierce

Clarissa's plan to succeed, they need Meredith's
advancement and connections, leaving Linda in
her dangerous control. At Anton's return,
working for the ranked families, Clarissa draws
the line, intending to kill her brother and his
group, to claim what he came to rescue from an
abandoned and destroyed mansion.
The Summer of Broken Rules Apr 02 2020
Perfect for fans of Jenny Han and Katie Cotugno,
this is a story of loss, romance, and the time it
takes to become who you really want to be. It's
all just fun and games...until someone loses their
heart. When Meredith Fox lost her sister, Claire,
eighteen months ago, she shut everyone out. But
this summer she's determined to join the world
again. The annual family vacation to Martha's
Vineyard seems like the perfect place to
reconnect. Her entire extended family is
gathering for a big summer wedding, and
although Meredith is dateless after being
unexpectedly dumped, she's excited to
participate in the traditional Fox family game of
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assassin that will take place during the week of
wedding festivities. Claire always loved the
game, and Meredith is determined to honor her
legacy. But when Meredith forms an assassin
alliance with a cute groomsman, she finds
herself getting distracted. Meredith tries to
focus on the game and win it for her sister, but
she can't help falling for him. And as the week
progresses, she realizes she's not only at risk of
losing the game, but also her heart.
The Witch’s Kiss (The Witch’s Kiss Trilogy, Book
1) Feb 10 2021 Can true love’s kiss really save
the day...? Electrifying dark magic debut by
authors and sisters Katharine and Elizabeth
Corr.
Alpine Cooking Jun 04 2020 A lushly
photographed cookbook and travelogue
showcasing the regional cuisines of the Alps,
including 80 recipes for the elegant, rustic
dishes served in the chalets and mountain huts
situated among the alpine peaks of Italy, Austria,
Switzerland, and France. “A passionate
the-darkangel-trilogy-1-meredith-ann-pierce

exploration of all things Alpine . . . this one is a
must-have for every ski bum foodie.”—Vogue
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF
THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK
REVIEW From the wintry peaks of Chamonix
and the picturesque trails of Gstaad to the
remote villages of the Gastein Valley, the alpine
regions of Europe are all-season wonderlands
that offer outdoor adventure alongside hearty
cuisine and intriguing characters. In Alpine
Cooking, food writer Meredith Erickson travels
through the region--by car, on foot, and via
funicular--collecting the recipes and stories of
the legendary stubes, chalets, and refugios. On
the menu is an eclectic mix of mountain dishes:
radicchio and speck dumplings, fondue brioche,
the best schnitzel recipe, Bombardinos, warming
soups, wine cave fonduta, a Chartreuse soufflé,
and a host of decadent strudels and confections
(Salzburger Nockerl, anyone?) served with a
bottle of Riesling plucked from the snow bank
beside your dining table. Organized by country
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and including logistical tips, detailed maps, the
alpine address book, and narrative interludes
discussing alpine art and wine, the Tour de
France, high-altitude railways, grand European
hotels, and other essential topics, this gorgeous
and spectacularly photographed cookbook is a
romantic ode to life in the mountains for food
lovers, travelers, skiers, hikers, and anyone who
feels the pull of the peaks. Praise for Alpine
Cooking “This generous cookbook and
travelogue will have readers booking trips to the
Alps of Italy, France, Austria, and Switzerland. .
. . Erickson beautifully captures Alpine food and
culture in this standout volume.”—Publishers
Weekly (starred review)
The Reality Dysfunction Jul 26 2019 Space is not
the only void... In AD 2600 the human race is
finally beginning to realize its full potential.
Hundreds of colonized planets scattered across
the galaxy host a multitude of prosperous and
wildly diverse cultures. Genetic engineering has
pushed evolution far beyond nature's
the-darkangel-trilogy-1-meredith-ann-pierce

boundaries, defeating disease and producing
extraordinary spaceborn creatures. Huge fleets
of sentient trader starships thrive on the wealth
created by the industrialization of entire star
systems. And throughout inhabited space the
Confederation Navy keeps the peace. A true
golden age is within our grasp. But now
something has gone catastrophically wrong. On
a primitive colony planet a renegade criminal's
chance encounter with an utterly alien entity
unleashes the most primal of all our fears. An
extinct race which inhabited the galaxy aeons
ago called it "The Reality Dysfunction." It is the
nightmare which has prowled beside us since
the beginning of history. THE REALITY
DYSFUNCTION is a modern classic of science
fiction, an extraordinary feat of storytelling on a
truly epic scale.
The Darkangel Oct 01 2022 The Darkangel, a
vampire of astounding beauty and youth, can
only summon his full power when he finds his
14th and final bride. But for Aeriel, whom he
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kidnaps to serve his brides, there is something
about him--something beyond his obvious evil-that makes her want to save him rather than
destroy him. The Darkangel--Pierce's first book,
originally released in 1982--was an ALA Best
Book for Young Adults, a New York Times
Notable Children's Book, a Parent's Choice
Award Superbook, and a Booklist Best Book of
the Decade.
Hard Limit Nov 09 2020 Blake Landon is a man
who has everything-wealth, good looks, and the
love of Erica Hathaway. The power couple has
been through hell and back, and when life has
torn them apart, somehow they have always
found their way back to each other, more in love
and stronger than ever. Erica has never been
more ready to say I do. On the verge of making
the ultimate commitment, she uncovers an
unsettling chapter of Blake's history. As she
makes peace with her own past and the family
who left her behind, she presses Blake to tear
down the last walls between them. Determined
the-darkangel-trilogy-1-meredith-ann-pierce

to know the man he once was, she opens a door
to a world beyond her wildest imagination-a
world that has her questioning the limits of her
own desires. As danger lurks and dark secrets
come to light, will the past destroy their promise
of forever?
Things That Grow Aug 07 2020 After her
grandmother dies, a girl travels to different
gardens to scatter her ashes, learning about life
and love along the way. From Love Letters
advice columnist and podcast host Meredith
Goldstein, this emotionally resonant novel with a
touch of humor is perfect for fans of Robin
Benway and Jenna Evans Welch. When Lori's
Dorothy Parker-loving grandmother dies, Lori's
world is turned upside down. Grandma Sheryl
was everything to Lori--and not just because
Sheryl raised Lori when Lori's mom got a job out
of town. Now Lori's mom is insisting on moving
her away from her beloved Boston right before
senior year. Desperate to stay for as long as
possible, Lori insists on honoring her
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grandmother's last request before she moves: to
scatter Sheryl's ashes near things that grow.
Along with her uncle Seth and Chris, best friend
and love-of-her-life crush, Lori sets off on a road
trip to visit her grandmother's favorite gardens.
Dodging forest bathers, scandalized volunteers,
and angry homeowners, they come to terms with
the shape of life after Grandma Sheryl. Saying
goodbye isn't easy, but Lori might just find a way
to move forward surrounded by the people she
loves.
Painting the Past: A Guide for Writing Historical
Fiction Oct 21 2021 Do you want to write
historical fiction? Join Meredith Allard, the
executive editor of The Copperfield Review, the
award-winning literary journal for readers and
writers of historical fiction, as she shares tips
and tricks for creating believable historical
worlds through targeted research and a vivid
imagination. Give in to your daydreams. Do the
work. Let your creativity loose into the world so
you can share your love of history and your
the-darkangel-trilogy-1-meredith-ann-pierce

passion for the written word with others.
On My Knees Nov 21 2021 Haunted by the
responsibility of caring for her troubled family,
Maya Jacobs gave the only answer she could
when Cameron asked her to marry him. Years
later, entrenched in a soulless professional
routine, she distracts herself from the lingering
regret of her decision with a "work hard, play
hard" lifestyle that guarantees no man will ever
find his way into her heart again. Cameron
Bridge has spent the past five years married to
the military, trying to escape the painful memory
of losing Maya. After fighting his own war in the
desert, he starts a new life in New York City,
with his siblings, Olivia and Darren, by his side.
When fate brings Maya back to him in the heart
of a city filled with its own hopes and shadows,
can Cameron find the girl he once loved in the
woman she's become?
Blood of Zeus Dec 23 2021 An ancient grudge. A
forbidden love. The only thing worse than being
a demon is being a Valari. As an undergraduate
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at Los Angeles’s Alameda University, Kara Valari
can sometimes succeed at forgetting she’s both.
Lost between the pages of the classics and
tucked into the shadows of lecture halls, she can
dodge the paparazzi’s lenses as well as her
family’s publicized dramas—not to mention their
private expectations. She has one more year to
feed her true passions. Then she’ll be expected
to fulfill a much darker destiny. Cursed with
inexplicable strength and godlike stature,
literature professor Maximus Kane knows all
about darkness. Every day he’s reminded of the
missteps of his childhood and the devastating
consequences they’ve had on those dearest to
him. To atone, Maximus spends his nights alone
and his days submerged in the quiet life of
academia. His existence has become a study in
control, and he’s become a master at it—until
Kara Valari walks into his toughest course.
Viscerally, Kara’s everything he craves.
Logically, she’s everything he rejects. She’s a
starlet of privilege. She’s also a student. And
the-darkangel-trilogy-1-meredith-ann-pierce

after one touch, he can’t deny that she’s
awakened something in him that may never go
dormant. Nothing about her makes sense, but
everything about her feels right. Especially in
the deepest strands of his DNA, which are still
shadows of mystery to him—a mystery Kara
seems determined to uncover. She’s Hollywood
royalty. She’s forbidden fruit. And he’s pretty
sure she could be the answer to everything.
Taking it All Sep 27 2019 When their oncepassionate marriage gives way to business
demands, Tate arranges an overnight getaway
with his bereft wife, only to have a badly timed
business call threaten everything he cares about.
Original. 350,000 first printing.
The Raven Room Sep 19 2021 A searing erotic
thriller perfect for those tantalized by A. R.
Torre’s Deanna Madden series . . . Anything you
can imagine. Everything you crave. For the
members of The Raven Room, it’s every fantasy
fulfilled. But for some, that desire is a matter of
life and death. Drawn by a need he cannot
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control, Julian ventures to The Raven Room, a
secret and exclusive sex club in the underbelly
of Chicago. It goes beyond sex. It goes beyond
kink. The Raven Room is the only place where
Julian finds release from the dangerous urges
that threaten to destroy the successful life he’s
worked so hard to build. Meredith’s body can’t
get enough of Julian. He has opened her sexual
horizons to tempting new possibilities. But out of
bed she’s an aspiring journalist, and The Raven
Room is the story she’s been looking for. By
writing an exposé on the club and its elite
clientele, she plans to launch her career. But
when the police link The Raven Room to the
death of a young woman, it threatens to expose a
number of powerful people—people who would
kill to stay anonymous. And Meredith must
decide how much she can trust the man who has
laid bare her erotic nature—and how much she
will sacrifice in order to protect him . . . “The
Raven Room will have everything you could
possibly want and more.” —San Francisco Book
the-darkangel-trilogy-1-meredith-ann-pierce

Review “With a cliffhanger ending, The Raven
Room will leave readers wondering what will
happen next.” —RT Book Reviews
Her Dear & Loving Husband Jun 28 2022 How
long would you wait for the one you loved?
Professor James Wentworth has a paranormal
secret. He lives quietly in Salem, Massachusetts,
making few ties with anyone. One night his
private world is turned upside down when he
meets Sarah Alexander, a dead ringer for his
wife, Elizabeth. Though it has been years since
Elizabeth’s death, James cannot move on. Sarah
also has a secret. She is haunted by nightmares,
and every night she is awakened by terrifying
visions of hangings, being arrested, and dying in
jail–scenes from the Salem Witch Trials in 1692.
As James comes to terms with his feelings for
Sarah, he must also dodge accusations from a
reporter desperate to prove that James is not
who, or what, he seems to be. Soon James and
Sarah discover a mystery that may bind them in
ways they never imagined. Will James make the
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ultimate sacrifice to protect Sarah and prevent a
new hunt from bringing hysteria to Salem again?
Part romance, part historical fiction, part
paranormal fantasy, Her Dear & Loving
Husband is a story for anyone who believes that
true love never dies.
The Burning Chambers Mar 14 2021 "For fans
of juicy historical fiction, this one might just
develop into their next obsession."—EW.com
From the New York Times and #1
internationally bestselling author of Labyrinth,
comes the first in an epic new series. Power and
Prejudice: France, 1562. War sparks between
the Catholics and Huguenots, dividing
neighbors, friends, and family—meanwhile,
nineteen-year-old Minou Joubert receives an
anonymous letter at her father’s bookshop.
Sealed with a distinctive family crest, it contains
just five words: She knows that you live. Love
and Betrayal: Before Minou can decipher the
mysterious message, she meets a young
Huguenot convert, Piet Reydon. Piet has a
the-darkangel-trilogy-1-meredith-ann-pierce

dangerous task of his own, and he will need
Minou’s help if he is to stay alive. Soon, they find
themselves on opposing sides, as forces beyond
their control threaten to tear them apart. Honor
and Treachery: As the religious divide deepens,
Minou and Piet find themselves trapped in
Toulouse, facing new dangers as tensions ignite
across the city—and a feud that will burn across
generations begins to blaze. . . "A masterly tour
of history . . . a breathless thriller, alive with
treachery, danger, atmosphere, and
beauty.”—A.J. Finn, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of The Woman in the Window
The Midnight Twins Oct 09 2020 A beautiful and
suspenseful tale by a master American novelist,
The Midnight Twins tells the story of mirror
twins born on either side of midnight. After a
mysterious and nearly fatal fi re on their
thirteenth birthday, Meredith and Mallory Brynn
begin having visions: Mallory can see into the
past, Meredith can see into the future. But it will
take both of them to save their town from a
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great evil. That is, if their unique powers don?t
destroy them fi rst.
My Brother's Battle Apr 14 2021 As the son of a
Georgia planter, Benjamin Honeysuckle faces
many challenges during the War Between the
States. Inspired by his brother William, who
disappeared under mysterious circumstances at
the beginning of the war, Benjamin begins to
look closely at life around Honeysuckle Manor.
To free himself and the woman he loves from the
binding chains, he defies his family's
expectations and joins the Union Army. On the
frontlines of the battles, Benjamin learns to
embrace his weaknesses as well as his strengths.
After the surrender of the Confederate forces at
Appomattox, he returns home forever changed.
At its heart, My Brother's Battle is the story of a
young man who struggles between what others
will have him believe and what he knows in his
heart to be true.
Disraeli Oct 28 2019 First published in 1966,
Robert Blake's biography of Disraeli is one of the
the-darkangel-trilogy-1-meredith-ann-pierce

supreme political biographies of the last
hundred years. An outsider, a nationalist, a
European, a Romantic and a Tory - Disraeli's
story is an extraordinary one. Born in 1804, the
grandson of an immigrant Italian Jew, he
became leader of the Conservative Party and
was twice Prime Minister. Famous for the 1867
Reform Act, his purchasing of the Suez Canal
and his diplomatic triumphs at the Congress of
Berlin, he was also the creator of the political
novel and, in Sybil, wrote the major 'Condition of
England' work of fiction. 'An outstandingly
successful biography . . . Disraeli has never been
brought so vividly to life.' Sir Philip Magnus,
Daily Telegraph 'A huge, scholarly and
remarkably readable work which makes us
revise vast tracts of our assumptions about
nineteenth-century politics.' Sir Michael
Howard, Sunday Times 'A book that people will
still be reading in fifty years' time and long
after.' Times Literary Supplement
Dark Moon Jan 24 2022 Volume Two of the
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Firebringer Trilogy “Carefully plotted, with
satisfying action and fully developed, intriguing
characters, this is sure to please fantasy
lovers.”—Booklist He was the youngest prince
the unicorns had ever known: Aljan son-of-Korr,
Dark Moon. A silver crescent on his brow and a
white star on his heel were tokens that one day
he was destined to become the legendary
Firebringer—but Jan had no knowledge of fire,
nor of where to find it. Swept out to sea while
defending the unicorns, Jan is washed up on a
distant shore, only to find himself the revered
captive of a strange race of two-foots who treat
him with awe, even as they hold him against his
will. It is here that he witnesses the magic of fire
for the first time and, even more importantly,
discovers how he himself can create it. But can
he escape and bring the knowledge back to the
unicorns in time to same them?
Saving Sandcastles Aug 19 2021 A breezy feelgood beach read about trust and friendship set
in a quaint seaside town on the coast of Maine.
the-darkangel-trilogy-1-meredith-ann-pierce

Claire Turner finally has everything she wants. A
successful business, a small bungalow near the
beach, and the camaraderie of her two best
friends. She’s successful and
independent—something she would never have
thought possible before her husband’s midlife
crisis and their subsequent divorce. When a rival
business opens across the street, Claire worries
that she could lose everything she’s worked for.
Her entire sense of self-worth is tied up in her
bakery and café, Sandcastles, and she suddenly
finds herself taking desperate measures to make
sure she doesn’t lose business to the newcomer.
Is Claire overreacting? Her friends think it’s
possible, but will they be able to talk her off the
ledge before she does something drastic? Her
friends are dealing with their own problems.
Jane’s beloved mother, Addie, has dementia, and
it’s getting worse. Jane has her hands full trying
to run the family inn and keep Addie safe. When
Addie wanders away from the inn, Jane faces the
hardest decision of her life. And then there’s
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Maxi. On the surface it appears as if she has an
idyllic marriage, but does she really? Now that
she and James are empty nesters, things aren’t
the same, and Maxi worries that James may not
be interested in staying married. But Maxi has
dreams of her own, dreams that she had to set
aside while she was caring for her husband and
children. Now that she has an empty nest, will
she be able to find the courage to turn those
dreams into reality? This is Book 1 in the Lobster
Bay series—a heartwarming journey of
friendship, love, and loss set in a quaint beach
town with a touch of romance in every story. Join
the group of friends as they help each other
overcome their obstacles and discover that every
cloud really does have a silver lining. Read the
Lobster Bay Series: Saving Sandcastles
Changing Tides Making Waves
Awakening to the Fifth Dimension Apr 26 2022
Elevate your consciousness and heal your life. In
Awakening to the Fifth Dimension, author
Kimberly Meredith offers readers something
the-darkangel-trilogy-1-meredith-ann-pierce

truly revolutionary—a new dimension of healing.
Discovering her healing gifts after two near
death experiences in 2013, she is now one of the
most in-demand medical intuitive healers in the
nation, traveling the country to speak at events,
appearing at major consciousness and global
virtual events, and offering healing to those who
so desperately in need. Here in these pages,
Kimberly shares her gift for the first time with a
wider audience, giving readers the tools to
implement this healing in their own lives.
Whether you are wrestling with chronic illness,
seemingly untreatable symptoms, or other
mental, emotional, or physical ailments,
Kimberly’s gentle wisdom offers a way forward
towards happiness and freedom. Filled with
instruction, case studies, testimonials,
nutritional advice, and practical methods to
raise your consciousness Awakening to the Fifth
Dimension will empower readers to confront
their own health struggles and find true, lasting
healing.
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FIRST EVIL (FEAR STREET
CHEERLEADERS 1) Nov 29 2019 "Give Me a
D-I-E!" Newcomers Corky and Bobbi Corcoran
want more than anything to make the
cheerleading squad at Shadyside High. But as
soon as the Corcoran sisters are named to the
team, terrible things happen to the cheerleaders.
The horror starts with a mysterious accident
near the Fear Street cemetery. Soon after,
piercing screams echo through the empty school
halls. And then the ghastly murders begin... Can
Corky and Bobbi stop the killer before the entire
cheerleading squad is destroyed?
That Scandalous Summer Jul 18 2021 The
darling of the ton, beautiful widow Elizabeth
Chudderly longs for something more and finds
what she is looking for in Lord Michael de Grey,
a dashing aristocrat raised in scandal who, in
order to escape family duty, must marry a
woman of his brother's choosing. Original.
125,000 first printing.
A Perfect America Mar 02 2020 Phil Tarsus is
the-darkangel-trilogy-1-meredith-ann-pierce

a dreadful instrument of State justice. He's an
Inquisitor, a man who makes a living rooting out
and executing those people who have been
charged with treason. Guilt or innocence mean
little to him--he has quotas to fill after all. Yet
when he unwittingly stumbles upon a secret
involving someone high up in the new American
government, he becomes a target himself.
Unfortunately for Phil, there's nowhere to run
that the government can't find him. In the year
2122, in the perfect state of America, the
government owns everything...from the shoes
you wear, to the apple you eat, to your next door
neighbor. The government owns everything and
is everything. Under these conditions Phil can
trust no one but the man he's slated to murder
next.
Winter Garden May 16 2021 Can a woman ever
really know herself if she doesn't know her
mother? From the author of the smash-hit
bestseller Firefly Lane and True Colors comes
Kristin Hannah's powerful, heartbreaking novel
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that illuminates the intricate mother-daughter
bond and explores the enduring links between
the present and the past Meredith and Nina
Whitson are as different as sisters can be. One
stayed at home to raise her children and manage
the family apple orchard; the other followed a
dream and traveled the world to become a
famous photojournalist. But when their beloved
father falls ill, Meredith and Nina find
themselves together again, standing alongside
their cold, disapproving mother, Anya, who even
now, offers no comfort to her daughters. As
children, the only connection between them was
the Russian fairy tale Anya sometimes told the
girls at night. On his deathbed, their father
extracts a promise from the women in his life:
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the fairy tale will be told one last time—and all
the way to the end. Thus begins an unexpected
journey into the truth of Anya's life in war-torn
Leningrad, more than five decades ago.
Alternating between the past and present,
Meredith and Nina will finally hear the singular,
harrowing story of their mother's life, and what
they learn is a secret so terrible and terrifying
that it will shake the very foundation of their
family and change who they believe they are.
Find You in the Dark Jan 12 2021 Pursuing an
absolutely ordinary life of normal friends and
ambitions before falling in love with Clayton,
Maggie finds the strength of their shared bond
tested by his dark past and inner demons. By the
best-selling author of Bad Rep. Original.
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